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Introduction

Sociology is the study related to human behavior in relation to social life and their changes in life and its consequences which 
lead to change in human behavior. All human behavior may differ in society related to family, gender, race and religions related 
to their culture and beliefs.

Most of the  human behavior lacks the social life because mostly it directs to animal behavior so most people depend ion orga-
nizations and institutions to change their social life so these organizations help them changing their behavior and habituations 
by guiding according to what they interact, what they decay and what they disappear.

Sociology a classified branch of social science in relation to different sub branches anthropology, archeology, economics, 
geology, political sciences, Education, and law it uses this branches to know the feature of individuals and their behavior 
statistics. Based on the behavior statistics human behavior is classified into 4 types in 90 percent of population the 4 types 
are envious, pessimistic, trusting,and optimistic. of all of them envious is usual with 30 percent of people. sociology helps us 
to understand easily ,normally we people only know a limited social life like family, friends and colleagues but this sociologic 
experiment helps us to alter mentally from the small actuality we are living and know the difference between private things 
and social things it classifies mainly people into different groups and notice our behavior changes in relation to the group. this 
sociological experiment helps to look at things in new way it helps us to notice the things we misunderstand or left and the 
ideology is shaped by our own experience so people with different perspectives have different meanings of social realistic life’s.

the most common responsibilities are :

To acquire what we want

To delay this type of behavior helps to delay the thing that  are not likely wanted to do by them.

To get attentiveness from the people we want that can be small ,adult or our own age.

To speak up this was difficult for the individuals with disability.

Self provoke when our behavior shows strengthening.

The forerunner

in the forerunner everything happens before our behavior change it is also called as setting event but it can be apart of fore-
runner but not the whole.

The reaction

The reaction has a different meaning to punish this actually happens depending on the behavior. we can see this behavior in 
schooling like teacher gives the punishment when the student not respond to the given work then she will show her anger in 
terms of punishment.

Examples of crucial parts of behavior

During some observation a person noticed when the time comes john gets upset. when the teacher tells to clean the floor he 
don’t like tpo do soo he will pull himself down to the floor and takes his shirt off and the pants down so by doing this they 
called to their mother and asks to take him with her so this behavior comes under escaping and the teacher here should iden-
tify what john  want to get escape from.
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